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The meditations, practices and techniques described herein are
not intended to be used as an alternative or substitute for profes-
sional medical treatment and care. If any readers are suffering from
illnesses based on mental or emotional disorders, an appropriate
professional health care practitioner or therapist should be con-
sulted. Such problems should be corrected before you start train-
ing. This booklet does not attempt to give any medical diagnosis,
treatment, prescription, or remedial recommendation in relation to
any human disease, ailment, suffering or physical condition what-
soever.
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Introduction to Tendon Nei Kung

Tendons Nei Kung and Tendons

Although there are a vast number of benefits that may be obtained
from a regular practice of Tendon Nei Kung, the exercise is
specifically designed to aid in the growing and strengthening of the
tendons. The lastest research on the human body reveals that
cultivating strength and physical well being. The tendons are a most
vital ingredient. Generally speaking, people have a very limited
knowledge on tendons and are far more interested in how to pump
and tone their muscles in order to appear strong externally. In
cultivating true strength, the tendons have to be included, and
knowledge of how to strengthen them is required. Before we go
into explaining the exercise itself though, it is helpful to have some
basic knowledge about tendons and their nature.

Tendons and Ligaments

Tendons are the tissue that connect bones to muscle, while
ligaments are the tissue that connects two bones together.
Ligaments are mainly found in between the joints and are generally
short in length. Tendons on the other hand are located through out
the body. For example the tendon that connects our heel to our calf
muscle (Achilles tendon) is of prominent length. In essence, tendons
and ligaments are both connective tissue and made of exactly the
same thing.  Through out this book we will be referring mostly to
tendons, however the Tendon Nei Kung practices are equally as
vital and beneficial to the ligaments as they are to the tendons.
Bare in mind that when we say tendons we are basically reffering
to the body’s connective tissue and are hence referring to the
ligaments as well.
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Tendon Nei Kung Practice

Theory

The three key instruments that are made use of to grow the tendons
in Tendon Nei Kung (tendon changing) are mind, heart and eyes.
Together the mind heart and eyes are know in Chinese language
as Yi, which again can be translated into the English word
“awareness”. The heart is at the very base of this practice.  The
ancient Taoists followed the theory that the tendons are directly
connected to the heart. When the heart contracts, the tendons lightly
contract. When the heart expands, the tendons expand.  Therefore
a vital step in Tendon Nei Kung practice is to be able to  strongly
sense the beating of  the heart so that we can move to its rhythm
when doing the forms. This is not such a simple task  especially
during movement and takes a little persaverance.  Meditation (Inners
Smile and Microcosmic Orbit) is  key. By quieting the mind, we are
able to sense the internal organs, and really listen to the rhythm of
the heart.  If you do not have a deep meditation practice and cannot
yet feel the contracting and expanding of your heart, it helps to feel
your wrist pulse for a moment to get a feel for the rhythm of your
heart beat. This will be discussed later, in more detail, in chapter
five.
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Tendon Nei Kung Forms

Building the Structure

Rocking Forward

The basic movement for the Tendon Nei Kung forms proceeds out
of the Iron Shirt I posture.  Once in this posture, following the same
guidelines and principles of relaxation and alignment, you are ready
to start with the movement.

Power Moves from the Ground Up

Fig. 1 Earth Force.
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Regardless of style, a universal principle of Tai Chi Chi Kung is that
power is generated from below.  In other words when generating
force, it comes from the earth, to the feet, up through the legs, up
the spine and back and travels through the arms where it will finally
be expressed in the hands and fingers. Tendon Nei Kung is no
different in this regard. In fact it is the very practice of learning to
bring the earths enegy up through your body. The aim is to use the
mind, assisted by the correct movements to bring the earth’s energy
from the ground, through the various tendons of the body and finally
into the tendons of the hands.

Feet

Once you have adopted your Iron Shirt position, you are ready to
initiate the movement from below, in other words the feet.  First lift
and press the toes back whilst gently leaning forward, so that your
heals raise off the ground about an inch to an inch and a half.  (on
return keep the toes on the ground).

Fig. 2 Lifting the Toes
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Legs

As your rock forward onto your toes, squeeze the legs slowly from
the bottom up.  The combination of these feet and leg movements
should have you moving up and down about 4 to 6 inches.  This
movement is used to initiate the gentle whip motion that is used to
assist the energy to flow up to the hand tendons in Tendon Nei
Kung.

Fig. 3 Squeezing the legs- from the bottom to the top
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Hips

Once the force has moved from the legs to the hips, press and
squeeze the hip joints and feelt that the hips are folding on each
other.  Doing this should assist in the sending of the earths force
upward towards the tendons in the fingers.

Fig. 4 Squeezing the Hip Joints.

Hip
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The psoas muscle complex is a broad flat muscle in the lower
back area.  Like an octopus, it has branches extending out from
both sides of the lower spinal vertebrae in many directions.  It has
two segments at its origin, psoas major and psoas minor, which
connect with the twelfth thoracic vertebra (T12) and each of the five
lumbar vertebrae (L1 to L5).  The psoas major is by far the much
larger of the two segments, and it gets most of the attention.  The
psoas major originates from the transverse processes of T12 and
L1 to L5 and passes beneath the inguinal ligament in the groin area
as it descends down the front surface of the ilium bones of the
pelvis.  It inserts into the lesser trochanter process on the inside
front of the upper femur bone (the big bone in the upper leg).  The
smaller psoas minor segment shares the same origins as the psoas
major, but inserts into the sacroischial ligament.  This ligament
connects to the ischium tuberosity (at the back of the sitting bones).

Press the psoas muscles form the hip up into the solar plexus
and T11.  This will help torque the psoas muscles,  strongly
connecting the hip girth to the leg bone. This connection between
the upper and lower body makes the transferal of energy from the
ground up, far more affective while also activating the sacral pump.
When done correctly you will experience the feeling of being very
well grounded.

Fig. 5 Psoas Muscles

Psoas Major
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Spine

Feel the momentum of these movements carry into the spine
pushing the energy further up. Stretch the spine upwards with a
wave like motion moving from the bottom up, expanding  from  the
5 lumbers, the 12 Thoracics and to  the 7 Cervicals.. Lengthen the
spine as much as possible without being too forceful, as though
someone was slowly pulling the imaginary string that is suspended
from your crown up and slightly forward.  Really stretch your spine
and feel vital space between the vertebrae opening up and increasing
in length allowing more Chi to flow and be stored.

Fig. 6 Lengthening the Spine

SpineCoccygeal Vertebrae

Cervical
Vertebrae

Thoracic
Vertebrae

Lumbar
Vertebrae

Sacral Verte-
brae
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Scapula

Open the scapula and push the T11 vertebrae simultaneously tilting
the sacrum in by rolling the hips under the body. You should feel
your feet press to the ground as more weight is given to the legs.
The movement of the scapulas will give the illusion that the arms
are moving forward and back. Take note however, that the arms
are not moving of them selves but only as a consequence of being
connected to the scapulae! This is what is referred to as movement
without movement in the Taoist texts.

Fig. 7 Pushing out the Scapulae

Hands

There is a direct connection between the middle of the hands and
the heart. Because of this it is important to gently contract the hands
as the heart contracts. By doing this you assist in furter
synchronizing the beating of the heart with the movement of the
tendons.  This in turn greatly assists in pulsing more blood and chi
through  the tendons to the tips of the fingers. As you exhale and
torque the variouse areas of the body and tendons, gently expand

Scapula
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your fingers slightly stretching the finger tendons. Take note this is
a very sublte movement and is not an obviouse stretching out of
the fingers. Instead try and sense the blood pulsing into your fingers
and try and move them as a natural reaction to the momentum of
the blood repeatedly pouring into them. You can slightly animate
this movement but do not make the movement unatural and
unrelated to the heart beat. Try and sense the blood pulsing in your
hands enough to feel as though you actually have a heart in your
hand and then make your hand movements to be a natural reaction
to this pulsing.

Tongue

Press the Tongue to the palate connecting the governing vessel to
the conception vessel to close microcosmic orbit and activate the
Cranial Pump.  Now round the shoulders, sink the chest and push
the chin in to further open the scapulae and expand the back.  This
movement will also bring the C7 into alignment which will send the
earth force though the tendons of the arms, the elbows and finally
the fingers.  As the earths force reaches the fingers, gently open
your hands to very gently stretch the tendons in the fingers. It is
vital that this  opening of the hands be in accordance to the peristaltic
pulse felt in the palm .

                                     Press Tongue to Palate
Fig. 8 Activating the Cranial Pump
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Breath (Chi Pressure)

As the heart contracts and you open the hands as explained above,
exhale with force by squeezing the Tan Tien (??abdomen??) like
clenching a fist, this will pull tendons inward towards the Tan Tien
stretching them. Simultaneously pull up the genitals closing the anus
and pinch the elbow joints tightly to help create more Chi pressure.
Exhaling in this manner creates pressure and a slight tension which
will torque all the tendons of the body.

On inhaling relax, and gently breath in releasing all the different
pressure that has been created.

Fig. 9 Tan Tien pulling the tendons inwards.
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Coordinating the Heart Beat, Breath and Movements

Once these movements have been mastered and are familiar to
you, you are ready to coordinate the all important rhythm of the
heartbeat and the exhalation of the breath to your physical
movements. As mentioned, the Taoists believe that the heart controls
the movement of the tendons.  When the heart contacts, the tendons
gently contract and when it expands they release this very subtle
tension allowing the tendons to expand.  Based on this knowledge
of the relationship between heart and tendons the Taoists the vital
importance of coordinating the contracting of the heart with the
torquing of the tendons and pulling up of the sexual organs. Timing
the movement with the heartbeat greatly assists in bringing the earth
force through the tendons and is a vital aspect of Tendon Nei Kung.

Fig. 10 Position when the Heart Contracts.
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Ultimately you need to be moving to the exact beat of your heart.
Exhaling rock  forward onto you toes, stretching you finger tendons,
pulling up the sexual organs ect should be coordinated with the
expanding of the heart (peristaltic beat), whilst rocking back onto
you heals, inhaling releasing all the various tension should
coordinated with the contracting of you heart.  In order to do this
though, one needs to be able to have a strong sense of  heart’s
pulsing.

Sensing the heart’s pulse  is more challenging than expected
for most people, especially when attempted during physical
movement.  Even with the necessary meditation experience, when
the heart is relatively relaxed as should be when practicing Tendon
Nei Kung, it’s beat may at first be too subtle to register consciously.

However with a little practice this can easily be remedied to such
and extent that you will be able to sense you heart in just about any
situation.

Sensing the Heart Exercise

Sitting down, place yourself in a relaxed meditative position and go
into you heart with  your mind.  Smile down to you heart and see to
what extent you can sense its contracting and expanding.  If you
find that you cannot pick up its rhythm what so ever, place your
middle and index finger across your palm to sense you pulse.  Keep
your mind in your heart and try as best you can to feel the rhythm in
your palm, in your heart.  Once you think you have a good sense of
the rhythm try again to sense the heart’s pulse with out the aid of
you palm.  If you find that you still able to do this, make use of your
palm to sense the pulse until you think you are ready to do it with
out using the palm’s pulse.  By continuing in this way you will soon
be able to sense your hearts pulse with you mind.

Once feel that you have more or less mastered sensing the
heart you may try to do the forms in accordance to your heartbeat.
It may be easy to try this first from a sitting position, starting the
movement from the base of the spine and ending in the fingers as
there will be less movement to distract you.
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Once you can do this it should be easy advance to standing.  By
practicing in coordination to your heartbeat in this way, you will be
able to grow your tendons a lot more affectively.

Fig. 11 Feeling your pulse on your palm.

Fig. 12 Relationship between Heart and Tendons

Ligament

Tendon

Tendon
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Internalizing

Start with reasonably large, and animated external movements.
Familiarize yourself with the internal force that is generated when
executed correctly (what does the earths force feel like). Then once
you have a deep practice and can execute all the internal and external
movements as if second nature and generate the force, you can
then attempt to internalize the movement. There should always be
some visible external movement, but once you feel you are ready
you should limit the movement as much as possible while still being
able to feel the internal force.  If you attempt limiting the movement
but don’t feel the same internal force generated by your previous
larger movements, this is a clear indication to you that you are not
yet ready to internalize the movement.  In this case it will be
necessary for you to spend another couple months, or however
much time you feel necessary, before reattempting the internalization
of the movements.

 Importance of the Eyes

Being visually oriented, human beings rely heavily on their eye sight.
Because of this fact we direct huge amounts of our Chi with our
eyes, especially when we do it consciously. The Taoists were well
aware of this and thought of the eyes as the windows of the soul.
They knew that unless we greatly lack concentrated mental focus,
our mind generally goes where our senses go, primarily our vision.
Based on this knowledge they soon realized that the eyes could be
of great aid in Chi Kung exercise as an aid to direct the Chi to the
relevant areas. Specifically in Tendon Nei Kung the eyes are used
to a large extent to direct the Chi.  As the heart expands, we exhale
from the Tan tien and we can greatly help direct the Chi to our fingers
by expanding our eyes as much as possible and focusing in on our
hands and fingers with a strong intent.
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Fig. 13 Directing Chi with the eyes by expanding.

Concentrating on Individual Fingers

All the tendons connect up in the fingers and by emphasizing
individual fingers in this manner one is able to greatly strengthen a
specific line of tendons.

Fig. 14 Tendon lines ending in the fingers.
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Eight Hand and Arm Positions

Once the basic structure of the Tendon Nei Kung forms has been
successfully developed in the Iron Shirt I posture and you are
confident with the movements and various details, you are ready to
advance your practice by making use of the eight hand and arm
positions.

By practicing the eight positions you strengthen and grow all of
the various tendons in the body. Consistently practicing in this way
will greatly strengthen your tendons as a unit, instead of having one
line of tendons being more developed than another, leaving the
others to become weak.

Fig. 15 Developing the Tendons as a unit with tendons and muscles in
good preportion.
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First Position

The hands are relaxed, held at nose level with the palms facing
inwards in similar fashion to Iron Shirt I position.  Following the
movements described in basic structure, bring the earth’s force up
through your body.  As your heart expands, you exhale to your Tan
Tien, and torque the tendons from the ankles up, open of the scapulae
and sink the chest, in this way moving your arm structure forward
about a foot to a foot and a half. (Remember that the apparent
movement of the arms in doing Tendon Nei Kung and Tai Chi forms,
in reality, is only a result of  the sinking of chest and the opening of
the scapulae.  Do not use the muscles in your arms!)  As your
heart expands, move your arms forward and torque the  tendons in
your hands.  Very gently open and stretch the hand emphasizing
the tensing of the tendons in your middle fingers.  Expand your
eyes and use your visual focus and mental awareness to direct
and sense the earths force pulse into your finger tendons.

Fig. 16 First Position
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Second Position

Hold the hands at eye level, with the palms and hands facing each
other, creating an upside down ‘V’ or roof shape. Following the
movements described in basic structure, bring the earth’s force up
through your body. As your heart expands, you exhale to your Tan
tien and you torque the tendons from the ankles up, move your arm
structure about a foot away from your body maintaining them at the
same height as their original position.  As you do this, direct your
visual focus and mental awareness primarily towards your Pinky
fingers. Gently stretch and tense all the finger tendons, charging
them with the earths force, whilst emphasizing the pinky finger
tendons.

 Fig. 17 Second Position
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Third Position

Hold your hands at abdomen level, palms and hands facing each
other as though you were holding a soccer ball.  Following the
movements described in basic structure, bring the earth’s force up
through your body.  As your heart expands, you exhale to you Tan
tien and you torque the tendons from your ankles up.  Simultaneously
move the arm structure directly forwards about a foot to a foot and
a half at the same height as their original position (abdomen) and
gently open and stretch your four fingers forwards, away from your
body.   At the same time, direct your visual focus and mental
awareness towards the thumbs and gently stretching them up
towards the heavens.   Feel the earths force spread into your fingers
especially the thumbs.

Fig. 18 Third Position
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Fourth Position

Hands are held at abdomen level with hands and palms facing
the ground. Following the movements described in basic structure,
bring the earths force up through your body.  As your heart expands
and you torque the tendons from the ankles up, move the arms up
and out as the Chi travels through them.  At the same time direct
your visual focus and mental awareness to the top of your hands
and feel the Chi rising up and moving out, through the top of your
hands.  Cultivate a feeling of resisting the downward force of
someone leaning their weight on the tops of your hands.  Your hands
need move only about half a foot both up and out.

Fig. 19 Fourth Position
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Fifth Position

Hands are held in front of the solar plexus in a ‘roof’ shape, similar
to position two.  Hold the hands about  foot and a half to two feet in
front of the solar plexus, keeping the elbows down and relaxed.
The ‘roof’ angle is  less acute than in the second position.  An easy
way to find the correct position is to take up the basic Iron shirt l
position with the hands at solar plexus level about two feet in front.
From this position simply turn your inward facing palms and hands
to face at an angle to the ground.  Then following the movements
described in basic structure, bring the earths force up through your
body.  As your heart expands and you torque the tendons from the
ankles up, move the arms away from your body about a foot keeping
the arm structure at the original height (solar plexus).  At the same
time direct your visual focus and mental awareness to the pinky
fingers while also tensing them slightly  to charge them with Chi.
Feel the earths force pulse into your finger tendons with emphasis
on the pinky fingers.

Fig. 20 Fifth Position
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Sixth Position

Hands are held at shoulder level with the palms and hands facing
the chest. Hold you hands about a foot away from you shoulders,
keeping the elbows down and relaxed. Following the movements
as described in basic structure, bring the earths forces up and
through your body. As your heart expands and you torque the
tendons from the ankles up, move the arms forward, up and out
about half a foot.  Make your arm and hand movements larger and
more animated than in the previous forms. As the arms move in
this way, slightly raise the elbows but make sure you do not lift
them over the height of the hands. Focus and expand your eyes to
your hands and fingers and put your awareness on the movement
of the spine emphasizing its whip like motion and feel it being
charged with the earth’s force.

Fig. 21 Sixth Position
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Seventh Position

Hands are at waist level with palms and hands facing up and your
fingers pointing towards each other expanding creating the shape
of a basket. Following the movements as described in basic
structure, bring the earths force up and through your body. As your
heart expands and you torque the tendons from the ankles up, move
the arms structure forward and slightly up about a foot to a foot and
a half. Again focus on your spine and emphasize moving it like a
whip. Focus and expand your eyes, looking at your hands and
fingers and use your mental awareness to feel the spine being
charged with the earth’s force.

Fig. 22 Seventh Position
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Eighth Position

For the final position hold your hands at knee level only a couple
inches away with palms and hands facing upwards. To reach knee
level with your hands you will need to bend your knees more than in
any of the previous positions (bend over the toes!). Do not cheat
yourself by bending and arching the spinal cord to reach your knees,
as this will simply neutralize any of the desired affects of this form.
By squatting, bending the knees whilst keeping the back straight,
follow the movements as described in basic structure, bring the
earths force up and through your body. As your heart
expands,(!!!!you exhale to your Tan tien!!!!!), and torque your
tendons from the ankles up, ??start?? straighten the knees until
they are only bent a little.  As you do this, move the arm structure
forward and slightly up, swinging like a pendilum, expanding out
creating a basket shape. Move the arms from the scapulae and
shoulder as a unit without adjusting at any of the arm joints. As you
do this, turn your hands outwards to torque the arm, hand and finger
tendons. Focus and expand your eyes, looking at your hands and
fingers directing the earths force to them. Emphasize the spine
moving like a whip and use your mental awareness to feel the spine
being charged with the earth’s force.

Fig. 23 Eighth Position
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Tai Chi Chi Kung Stance Application

Once you are familiar with the various movements and principles
of the Tendon Nei Kung forms, you can start adapting the movement
to your Tai Chi Chi Kung form. To start doing this you can use the
push position.  Stand with your hands out in front of your body about
shoulder height, elbows down, with one leg forward and about 70
percent of you weight on your front foot, as in a bow and arrow
stance.  The first step is to initiate the movement from below out of
this push position. To do this, you firstly shift your weight from your
front leg to your back leg, then as soon as your weight has shifted
to the back you project your weight back to the front. If done correctly
this movement should encourage your spine to move like a whip
as in the Tendon Nei Kung forms.   You should practice this basic
movement for a while, doing the movement at least a few thousand
times concentrating only the on the leg movement. After practicing
this for a while you will slowly  begin to feel the power that can be
generated by this movement move from your legs to your tailbone
and up you spine. Do not expect however, to practice this just for
one or two days and thinnk that you will be able to feel the power
being generated. In ancient times people would spend 20 years
doing only this movement, but when they pushed someone people
would fly. This of course does not have to be equalled but is a could
indicator that this movement is worth some time and attention.

Once you feel the force coming up, you can start concentrating
on tuckng the sacrum in and pushing out the lumber.  Again isolate
this movement and practice it for a while concentrating on the
sacrum and lumber movement until you can do it in your sleep.
Once you can feel the power being generated by this movement,
yo can advance the movement to pushing out the T 11.  Again, do a
promintent amount of repetitions concerning only the leg movement,
the tucking of the sacrum and the pushing out of the llumber and
the pushing out of the T 11.  Once you feel  that you have a level of
mastery over this movement you can again advance, this time
adding the pushing out of the area of the heart chakra, between the
scapulae. As the power comes up through the sacrum, lumber
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T 11 and reaches the area between the scapulae, push out this
area of the spine and widen the scapulae, simultaneously hollowing
your chest. The next area is the C 7 or the base of the neck.  As the
power comes up to this area you push out his area of the neck.
The result of this movement is that your whole neck and head moves
forward with the whip like motion that is being generated by the
spine.  The pushing out of the C 7 and the neck and the tucking in of
the chin (as in the Tendon Nei King forms) should be timed together
with the with the climax of the movement i.e. when the actual push
manifests in your hands.  Keep in mind also that the apparent hand
and arm movement that is used to push is in reality, only really the
result of the movement of pushing  the scapulae out.  If literally
push with your arms, you will loose the structure and the internal
force will be almost completely useless.  Once you have a grasp
this entire whip like movement of the spine in the Tai Chi Chi Gung
stance, you can add the other facets of the Tendon Nei Kung
movements, pulling up the sexual organs and flattening the stomach,
pressing the tongue to the palate and exhaling to your Tantien to
generate maximum internal force.  The eight hand movements of
the Tendon Nei Kung forms can also be practiced out of the Bow
and Arrow Tai Chi Chi Kung stance.

Fig. 24 Tendon Nei Kung Movement in a Tai Chi Stance
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General Information

When doing these movements, both the basic Tendon Nei Kung
movements and the movements out of Tai Chi Chi Kung stance, it
is necessary for you to really make  use of your awareness to ‘feel’
your tendons. Torque each tendon and follow the gentle tension
with highest awareness, if your  mind is distracted and busy with
other things the practice will not deliver high quality benefits.  Feel
the tendon torque against the bone structure stretching and
strengthening it  at each level up the body.  Use your awareness to
sense the powerful  healing energy of the earth move through your
body from the bottom up, toes, heels, ankles, legs, hips, spinal
cord, jade pillow, arms and finally the fingers. Once you are
completely familiar with this motion and can execute the entire
movement witout having to consciously think about it, the  movement
should take no longer than half a second from the toes to the fingers
when done at normal speed with a sense of confidence.  Naturally,
when familiarizing yourself with the external and  internal movements
you should start as  slowly as necessary for you to do all the steps
whilst still adhering to all the vital principles.  Do not be in a rush to
do the entire form in full speed.  One may apparently be doing the
form correctly  from an external perspective. If, however, all the
internal and mental faculties of the form are not carefully adhered
to, one risks loosing a lot of the potential gain. that awaits the
dedicated student.  In studying the Tendon Nei Kung, proceed
carefully and patiently making sure you include every last of the
above mentioned details. Study, practice and feel. You wil know
that you are doing it correctly when it feels correct.
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Mung Bean Hitting

Taoist History of Mung Bean Hitting

As result of their intensive and intelligent studies of nature the ancient
Taoists discovered many of the powerful natural medicines and
their specific properties.  Amongst their many discoveries made
was the fantastic detoxifying properties of mung beans when applied
externally to the body.  The Taoists found that the mung beans could
absorb the excess Yang energy which potentially causes
overheating or manifestation of poisonous toxins in the body.  They
used the mung beans for a wide variety of ailments and injuries
reaping many a health benefit from the simple techniques.    When
poisoned, any of the internal organs could be assisted in detoxifying
by applying the simple mung bean techniques.  The mung bean
techniques were also used to bring relief for constipation and
stomach cramps and were even made use of to heal headaches.
However the ancient Taoists soon discovered that the mung beans
were especially affective in the repairation of damaged tendons and
joints and the further strengthening of healthy ones.   Tendon
strengthening soon became the mung bean techniques most
recognized function and was most often combined with the practice
of Tendon Nei Kung for martial arts training and maintaining general
health.
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Apparatus

The most convenient and affective way for applying the mung beans
healing and strengthening techniques are by placing them in a cotton
sock. The mung bean sock is then used in a club fashion to firmly
hit along the lines of the tendons or any other relevant part of the
body meridians. Nylon socks are not suitable for containing the
beans as nylon soon stretches from the continual slinging and the
beans inevitably spill out making a fantastic mess.

Fig. 25 Mung Bean Sock
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Correct Weight

More or less a pound has been found to be the optimal amount of
mung beans to place in the sock. Less or more than a pound of
mung beans will prevent you from realizing the optimal intensity of
the blow, limiting the sought after results.

Correct use of the Mung Bean Sock

A sure way to help realize the optimal intensity for mung bean hitting
(one pound remember) is to let the bean filled sock simply fall onto
your arm from a vertical height without any other added power. This
should give a good indication of the optimal strength with which to
hit yourself and it is advisable to spend a few moments before each
session to familiarize your self with the appropriate (stronger) hitting
power.

The mung bean hitting should be firm without becoming too
extreme. When first making use of the mung beans it is appropriate
to be a little cautious as not to injure yourself.  Once your skin
toughens up from consistent practice you can gradually increase
the power of the hitting according to your own discretion.
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Hitting with Mung Beans

Upper Limbs
Middle Finger Line

Extend your left arm above the level of your shoulders slightly twisting
the arm so that the palm faces up.  As you twist your arm into place
swallow saliva down into your belly. Start off by hitting the inside of
the left elbow three times.  Continue hitting along the center of the
arm to the inside wrist, through the palm, to the tip of your extended
middle finger. Return using the same line, traversing the inner elbow
and your shoulder to the top of your neck.  Follow the same route
back to your elbow giving the joint some final attention.  Remember
to always use your eyes to direct energy to the relevant areas. Shake
the arm lightly and feel the beaten tendon line open and loose. Rest
and smile to the tendon using your awareness to help absorb Chi
into the tendon line.

Fig. 26 Middle Finger Line
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Pinky Finger Line

Raise the arm above the shoulder and twist it so that the palm
faces up and swallow saliva. Hit three times the point inside of the
inner left elbow, slightly to the right of its center, where the ulna
bone begins. Hit towards the hand, over the lower part of the inner
left wrist, to the inside tip of the pinky finger. Return via the same
route up to top of the neck before coming back down to the elbow
to give the important joint some final attention.  Shake the arm lightly
and feel the beaten tendon line more open and loose than before.
Rest and smile to the tendon line using your awareness to help
absorb Chi into the tendon line.

Fig. 27 Pinky Finger Line
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Thumb Line

With the arm extended above the shoulder, twisting so that the palm
faces up, swallow saliva down into your belly. Hit three times the
point located near the outside part of the inner elbow, slightly to the
left of its center, where the radius bone begins. Hit towards the
hand from this point, over the upper part of the inner wrist, to the
inside tip of the thumb. Return via the same route up to the top of
the neck before going back down for the elbow to give the joint
some final attention. Shake the arm lightly and feel the beaten tendon
line more open and loose than before.  Rest and smile to the tendon
line using your awareness to help absorb Chi into the tendon line.

Fig. 28 Thumb Line
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Back of the Hand

Raise the arm, extending it more or less shoulder height. Twist
your arm so that the palm faces down with the pinky finger pointing
towards the sky and thumb pointing towards the ground and swallow
saliva. Hit the point at the top of your elbow as it is held.  Follow this
top line over the wrist and up to the end of you middle finger.  Follow
the same route back over the elbow, along the bicep tendon up to
the top of the neck before returning to the elbow joint to give it some
final attention.  Shake the arm lightly and feel the beaten tendon line
more open and loose than before.  Rest and smile to the tendon
line using your awareness to help absorb Chi into the tendon line,
replenishing and strengthening it.

Fig. 29 Back of the Hand Line
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Organs and Lower Limbs
Big Toe Line

Stand with the left leg a good distance forward, well bent and slightly
to the side without straining yourself, hold the hitting device in the
right hand. Men should use the right hand to cover the genitals,
pulling them away from the left side. Swallow saliva and start the
hitting from the left shoulder. Continue down the middle line of the
body, hitting softly over the solar plexus, down the line in between
your abdominal muscles until you reach your Tan Tien. Then continue
down the leg, hitting the inside line of the thigh, down the inside of
the knee, all along the inside of the shin bone, the ankle until finally
reaching the big toe.  Hit the ankle area three additional times since
the spleen, liver, and kidney meridians meet near the ankle on this
line. Follow the same route back all the way to the neck. Finally,
rest and smile to the tendon line using your awareness to help
absorb Chi into the tendon line, replenishing and strengthening it.

Fig. 30 Big Toe Line
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Small Toe Line

Stand with the left leg a good distance forward, well bent and slightly
to the side without straining yourself and hold the hitting device in
the right hand.  Raise your left arm in front of your body in a ward off
position and clench your left hand into a fist as depicted in the caption
and swallow saliva.  Start the hitting under your raised arm in the
armpit following a straight line down the left flank of your body.
Continue down the leg, hitting the outside of the thigh muscle,
passed the outside of the knee and all the way down the outside of
the calf muscle, over the ankle and finally ending in the small toe.
Follow the same route back all the way to the armpit. Rest and
smile to the tendon line using your awareness to help absorb Chi
into the tendon line, replenishing and strengthening it.

Fig. 31 Small Toe Line
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Middle Toe Line

Stand with the left leg a good distance forward, well bent and slightly
to the side without straining yourself and hold the hitting device in
the right hand. Swallow saliva down to your belly and start hitting
from the left shoulder.  Hit down in a straight line over the left nipple,
down over the internal organs on the left side of the body and over
the Psoas muscle. Continue down the leg hitting over the top of the
thigh muscle, straight over the knee cap(Hit beneath the kneecap,
not directly on it.), down all along the outside of the shin bone over
the ankle and the middle line of the foot ending in the middle toe.
Gently hit the area at the top of the foot, in the middle, an additional
three times.  Follow the same route back all the way to the shoulder.
Finally, rest and smile to the tendon line using your awareness to
help absorb Chi into the tendon line, replenishing and strengthening
it.

Fig. 32 Middle Toe Line
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Back of  the Leg Line

Stand with the left leg a good distance forward, well bent and slightly
to the side without straining yourself and hold the hitting device in
the left hand.  Start the hitting from the back of the neck and follow
the spine all the way down to your tailbone, hitting directly to the left
of the spinal cord.  Continue down the leg hitting the back of the
thigh muscle, the back of the knee and the all the way down the
back of you calf until you reach your heel. Follow the same route
back all the way to the back of the neck.  Finally, rest and smile to
the tendon line using your awareness to help absorb Chi into the
tendon line, replenishing and strengthening it.

Fig. 33 Back of the Leg Line
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If consistently practiced, these simple techniques are guaranteed
to strengthen the tendons greatly especially when combined with
Tendon Nei Kung practice.  Most people end up suffering
tremendously from joint problems when they move into old age.
This unnecessary suffering can so easily be prevented.  Prevention
is the best medicine and even though the same exercises can be
used to heal tendons it is far more affective to start doing the
practices before one starts experiencing problems.
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Advised Practice
for Today’s Life Style

The Tendon Nei Kung forms themselves should constitute the bulk
of your tendon changing (growing) practice and be given most
attention. Initially it is especially important to set some time aside to
make sure that you are doing the forms correctly without neglecting
any of the details as people are some times inclined to do. Make
sure you study the information on doing the forms thoroughly. Do
not be in a hurry to be able to do the complete movement of the
forms as soon as possible.  These special exercises have many a
subtle detail.  You could probably perfect the outer movements within
three days if you have a level of physical talent and a strong intent
to learn and practice.  However Chi Kung is not called an internal
practice for nothing, and mastering all the internal and external
aspects of the movements together takes a little perseverance and
patience. Once you have the external movements down and can
execute them with out thinking about it, start paying attention to
internal movement and try and sense the internal force coming up
from the ground all the way into your finger tips.  If you practice in
this way it will not take you long to be able to execute the movements
correctly and as the Taoist love to say, “Once you got it, you got it”.
Mastering the Tendon Nei Kung forms are well worth spending some
time and energy on as you will receive priceless benefits from
practicing them correctly, cultivating great strength as a youth as
well as saving yourself much of the suffering and indignity that people
have come to accept as the normal deterioration of old age.

The best is to build up your Tendon Nei Kung form practice step
by step, not advancing on to a next stage until the specific movement
has become second nature to you and you can produce the
movement without even having to think about it.

Once you have cultivated a level of mastery over the basic
structure of the forms in this way, learning the eight different hand
positions should not be too much of a challenge.
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Fig. 34 Tendon Nei Kung Practice

Ten repetitions of each hand position is already a substantial
tendon strengthening workout and is sufficient daily practice and
should take you no longer than 10 minutes a day (once you are
doing the movements properly).  Especially if you are new to these
tendon growing techniques it is important not to exceed the advised
amount of repetitions as straining a tendon is both an unpleasant
and long term hazard.  In Taoist practices moderation is always the
motto as the Taoists understood both the importance of practice
itself as well as the resting period in which the body has a chance
to nourish the area that has been giving attention.  Even western
sport scientists are now seeing that for optimal results in weight
lifting it is essential for the practitioner to give a worked out muscle
at least a 48 hour rest before exercising it again.  If the practitioner
does not allow the muscle group this recuperation period the muscle
run a high risk of actually becoming weaker.
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If you have a partner at hand and have the time another ten
repetitions on all the hands positions may be spent on the partner
practice of the forms which should take another 10 minutes.  Of
course partner practice should only be integrated into your practice
once your solo practice is of a high level.  The partner forms are
also a very helpful in checking if you are doing the movements of
the forms correctly.

A session of Mung Bean Hitting should also be done every day,
preferably just before you do you Tendon Nei Kung forms, as this
practice will aid the tendon growing process greatly.  If you are highly
motivated to improve the quality and strength of your tendons and
have ample time, you can do a very thorough hitting session of 20
to 25 minutes. A general working with the Mung Bean Sock only
has take to take about 8 to 10 minutes and is already sufficient.
This practice is of great importance especially in the reparation of
damaged tendons and joints and assists the Tendon Nei Kung forms
in working its magic, greatly.

Fig. 35 Bean Bag Practice
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The supplementary tendon exercises should be practiced a
minimal of twice a week.   If, however, you have available time,
please indulge yourself in doing these every day.  The precaution
should be taken in doing too much in one day though.  Combining
these three practices will yield optimal results.  Tendons strength is
extremely long lasting as discussed. Because of this though they
also take a longer time than muscles to strengthen.  Patience is an
essential ingredient in the makeup of someone wishing to pursue
tendon growing practices. As a wise man once said to me, Tai Chi
Chi Kung practices are not microwave pizzas. The rewards of your
practices are inevitable, but it is important not to become fixated
upon results.  Concentrating on results is a cause of grief for many
people in many areas of their lives. When you are concentrated on
a result it is very difficult to fall into a state of calm and meditation,
which is the ultimate state do be in for Chi Kung practice or whatever
you are doing for that
matter. A big part of being
in meditative state is to be
present from moment to
moment, concentrating
on results obviously
prevents you from doing
this. If you practice
consistently though, after
a six months period you
will already start
experiencing the fantastic
benefits of this practice
and will begin to feel a
new kind of strength in
your body, a genuine
strength.

                                           Fig. 36 Meditative State
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For all of the above mentioned practices, remember to take time
to shake out, rest and smile to the relevant tendons that have been
given attention.  This only takes 20 seconds or so each time and is
a vital co practice for Tendons changing and most Chi Kung practices
and increases results greatly.

Once again we remind you to stay mentally present during the
practice of these exercises.  Remember Chi follows Yi or energy
follows mind. The more chi your tendons recieve, the more they
will be able to effortlessly strenghten. If your mind is on other things
the affect of the Tendon Nei Kung exercises will be greatly subdued.

Finally we would like to encourage you to adopt a superior Tendon
changing attitude.  It is important that you do not adopt the stereo
typical ‘body builder’ mentality towards tendons changing as this
will not provide superior results.  When encountering pain in any of
these exercices do not ‘push yourself’.  Build up all of the practices
slowly and gently leaving any macho ‘no pain no gain’ attitude at the
door and start to trust in  the effortless path of the Tao.

Good luck and may the Chi be with you!
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Master School
of  the Healing Tao, Tao Yoga,
Universal Healing Tao Center

at Tao Garden Wellness Retreat

For Worldwide of North & South America, Europe & Asia information
For Center, Books, Product, Retreat and other Resources Contact:

Universal Healing Tao Center
274 Moo 7, Luang Nua, Doi Saket, Chiang Mai, 50220 Thailand

Tel: +66 (0) 53 495-596 Fax: +66 (0) 53 495-852
Email: ip@universal-tao.com

Website: www.universal-tao.com

For Retreats and Health Spa information

Tao Garden Wellness Retreat
Emails: info@tao-garden.com, reservation@tao-garden.com

Website: www.tao-garden.com

For Products Order Email: orders@universal-tao.com

Tao Garden Wellness Retreat is Mantak Chia’s home, school
and training center. The Resort is a perfect place to relax and get
away from the pressures of every day life for groups or meetings.
Please look into our Web Site: www.tao-garden.com

The first & best East-West holistic resort & health spa in a beautiful
and healthy environment

Good Air * Good Water * Good Food * Good Chi * Good Heart * Good Mind

The Universal Tao is not and cannot be responsible for the con-
sequences of any practice or misuse of the information in this book-
let. If the reader undertakes any exercise without strictly following
the instructions, notes, and warnings, the responsibility must lie
solely with the reader.
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